
The Perils of Ignoring Your Dog 

Quite often advice given with the intention of solving a problem can not only exacerbate the 

original problem but introduce further conflicts at a later date. How can this happen? Because 

the advice is born of a partial understanding of the problem plus translating pack behaviour 

into human terms.  

 To understand a problem you must ‘think dog’ not part dog and part human. For example, if 

we take a simple parallel of a dog with a bone, it would seem reasonable to assume that the dog would 

protect and even fight for that bone were it in the wild. Because we understand this and don’t want 

this kind of behaviour in ‘our pack’, we take the trouble to explain to the dog that it must not be 

possessive of its bone. But we don’t just throw a bone to the dog and hope we can make it understand, 

because the dog could bite if it were possessive over the bone. We take the trouble to teach it some 

manners before we give it a bone. In this instance because it is an important issue we are more 

inclined to ‘think dog’. 

 Let us now look at an instance of thinking ‘part’ dog.  We understand that a dog needs to 

exercise its brain as well as its body, here we are thinking dog, we give it a ball or a toy and teach it to 

play certain games, now we are human and trying to think dog. Dogs will find something to amuse 

themselves, in the wild they might stalk a beetle or a fieldmouse, they may chew a bone or they may 

sit quietly, content to while away a peaceful few moments. They are no different to us really.  

 We don’t want them to find their own amusement in the form of shoes and skirting boards so 

we give them toys, and we consider it better to chew toys than our valuables. But they should not be 

chewing, if they can chew in the home they can chew anything in the home, unless you make it quite 

clear they cannot. So now the introduction of toys has opened up a possibility of potential problems or 

it has caused more work, as there must now be a new set of rules applied, for instance, these you can 

play with and these you cannot. 

Given a ball in its own ‘area’ a dog will amuse itself, but if we insist on telling it what it must do with 

the ball it no longer needs to work things out for itself. Now we are not ‘thinking dog’ for a dog must 



have senior canine guidance and, like parenting, guidance should come in the form of making sure the 

youngster develops mentally. Only by encouraging it to work things out for itself can it develop and 

mature.  

 A dog with a well-developed mind will watch birds flying, it will stalk beetles and it will rest, 

this is natural for a dog.  A dog committed to always being on the go after balls and toys will bark and 

try to chase birds, it will not have the patience to stalk beetles and it will only rest when it is 

exhausted, this is not natural for a dog. If our behaviour towards our dogs is confused between 

thinking dog and thinking human then we cannot expect our dogs to be anything other than confused 

themselves. 

 Now let us look at a dog in the wild and on its own. The security of a pack is essential, as a 

lone predator it is vulnerable,  it works best as part of a team and it needs the ‘family interaction’ of its 

own kind. It will attach itself to a pack, following on behind, scavenging on left overs and gleaning 

what safety it can in the ‘slipstream’ of the pack. It will be ignored for as far as the pack are 

concerned, as long as it does not pose a threat, it will not be deemed worthy of attention. Eventually it 

may be accepted, it is proved to be harmless and could even be an asset but it will be a long time, if 

ever, that it gets a promotion within the pack. 

 When we ignore a dog we are trying to ‘think dog’ but the way we ignore is a human 

interpretation of canine law. A dog is ignored when it first enters a new pack, when it is accepted it 

will be under the terms and conditions of the pack leader and it is up to the pack leader to ensure that 

these rules are adhered to. Other lesser members of the pack may have sulks and spells of ignoring,  

although it is doubtful as they are usually far too busy for trivialities, but the pack leader must remain 

strong and in control. But he will have made his rules clear from the very beginning. If he were to 

resort to ‘childish’ tantrums of ignoring, then who is running the pack? Who is making decisions 

while he makes his point? The one being ignored will either grow to resent the leader or will become 

frightened of him. The leader is above showing such demonstrations, he must have the respect of all 

his pack, not some of it, and he must be respected. If he has an insubordinate in his pack he has shown 

a weakness by allowing this to happen. If he is a strong, calm, dependable leader he will have been 



observing his pack members, will have ensured such cases of insubordination do not occur and will 

have a respectful well-mannered pack. 

 If we ignore our dogs because they have behaved in a way we find unacceptable we are only 

thinking ‘part’ dog. For although ignoring is a part of dog behaviour it is only demonstrated when a 

dog enters a pack, after that education of the pack rules is essential and must become a part of 

everyday life.  If we are going to ‘think dog’ we can apply the ‘I ignore my dog’ theory on day one 

and only until the dog asks to become a member and acknowledges that permission is granted by you, 

the leader.  

 You are supposed to be the leader, the one to whom the dog can turn to for advice and 

protection. What good are you if you are going to ignore its existence after you have taken it into your 

pack? The ironical part of the ‘ignoring’ theory is that it is applied when it is not needed and not 

applied when it is needed. For example a dog belonging to someone else’s pack should be ignored 

until such time as its leader has said it can mix and it feels comfortable in your presence. Yet many 

people will advance on a strange dog and stroke it.  A dog staring at you and trying to force a 

confrontation should be ignored, but many will stare back risking causing what could be a potentially 

dangerous confrontation in a dominant dog, or causing a nervous dog to be frightened or even to resort 

to nervous aggression.  

 If a dog is doing something that you consider unacceptable within your pack your first 

question to yourself must be. Have I taught the dog to do this? If you have allowed the dog to get 

away with jumping up at strangers, accosting strange dogs or jumping up at yourself on entering your 

home then you have actually taught him to do it! Your dog will only do what you allow it to do but 

once you have allowed it and the dog wants to do it then consider it a habit.  

 If your dog jumps up at you when you enter your home you will have not only allowed it but 

at some time you may even have encouraged it. Jumping up is jumping up, if a dog does it at any time 

without permission then it will do it with more vigour when it is excited or hasn’t seen you for a 

while. If your children are pleased to see you would you ignore them? I think not. You do not bring a 

dog into your life to ignore it, but you do owe it a set of rules, and you owe it explanations.    



For example if your dog demands you play with it you should not respond to the demand but 

just ignoring the dog is not enough. It will eventually stop harassing you but only because it got tired 

of trying and you haven’t actually told it that it is bad mannered to demand. The dog needs to be told 

to sit down quietly and to wait until you decide to play. It’s a simple tried and tested method of 

teaching your dog not to demand in one easy lesson! 

 The dog that is ignored when it jumps up to greet you will eventually leave you alone, when it 

is ready and when it is tired of wandering round. But you have rebuffed it and without an explanation! 

A dominant dog may eventually tire of your treatment of him in his house (if he is allowed to wander 

around at will after such behaviour then the house is his) and could turn aggressive towards his owner! 

The nervous or introvert dog will be worried about the lack of communication and can eventually 

become nervous of the owner and be apprehensive of him or her coming home. These problems are 

arriving on my doorstep every week as a direct result of being ignored! The immediate problem had 

been solved by the ignore method but it had created greater problems. 

 If a dog is jumping up, stop it before it does it ask it to sit quietly in its own area until you are 

ready to receive it and be nice to it. If I was tired and my kids were rushing me I would ask them to sit 

down while I poured myself a drink and then we would talk. I would say ‘Hello’ to my dogs on 

entering the house, tell them to sit and wait and then we would ‘talk’.  

 This is a simple method of education based on getting inside the dog’s mind and treating it as 

it would expect a responsible pack leader to treat it. However this is dependent on the ability of the 

owner to be able to get the dog to sit and stay! If this is not possible then good manners will not be 

easy to teach and ignoring will give him little but the freedom of the house. Its back to the drawing 

board by going back to the basics of training and teaching your dog, whatever breed or size, good 

manners and respect for you as a pack leader by educating him rather than ignoring him.  
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